TWO FRATERNITIES TO MERGE

World famous archeologist, Sir Signord Diggleper, stated after the recent excavation of the Newton Apple Tree on the Babson Campus more than a tree was stolen as a result. Sir Signord, along with Mrs. Blotts, some 30 years ago, planted the apple tree, which was stolen during one of Babson's notorious marketing field trips by a former marketing graduate. A few years ago, the time the tree was taken the Blotts were contemplating eating the apple juice field. Blotts added to their loss of apples products that the market was now down. Sir Signord Diggleper, has, however, revealed to Babson officials that the tree stolen from the Blotts orchard may have been a direct descendant of the apple tree found in the Garden of Eden. The tree, though small, was observed by Sir Signord Diggleper that there was a chance a single apple produced from the tree might carry a single apple produced from the fruit of the tree. "One of the most valuable things we have, and it would be a shame to lose it," said Sir Signord Diggleper.

THE GREAT SIR ISAAC BABBON APPLE TREE

The tree now enjoying the protection of its own little plot is not a true descendant of the tree of Sir Isaac Babbson who states the professor, "is nothing more than a tree grown from a seed planted by the professor in the 18th century."

ROTC Babson Requirement

Dean of Faculty, Woodrow Carpenter, announced today that ROTC would become a part of academic life at Babson, starting next fall. According to Field Starkey, Dean of Students, it was decided that three years of compulsory ROTC has the potential to solve the problem of getting students to wear ties and socks to classes. In a special release, he commented that "it is hoped that our program will provide our students for their probable and potential careers after graduation careers."

LOCALLY

Frank Pinc, new Admissions Director, said he could not understand O. Olive graze, five Notum rains are definitely out this year.

EVERETT W. OPENDA, V.P. in charge of Development, Placement and Other Obsolete Matters remarked, "This ought to take care of those smart-alecks who are complaining about employment opportunities."

Student Government, President Legal Charter, stated "Any boy who wants the bulletin, mora and performance begins will have to come to the magazine for the license."

No word was available on the question of who to teach the new course, but speculation points toward Leonard Scotch, head of the Sociology Department and the dead heat shot on campus.

CORRECTION NOTICE

In last week's issue, the campus news column erroneously announced that the birth of a 2.5 lb. premature baby to Professor and Mrs. Zugen- agen. The baby should have read 2.5 lb. premature female.

Also, it was born to the pro- fessor's wife, not the mother. Mrs. Zugenagen because you see only seventeen, or rather, fourteen," we're really sorry and ready to forget the whole thing if you will.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Mr. Stadle, Mr. Stokem, and Mr. Smith have taken a leave of absence from the Babson faculty. Mr. Stadle will be away until next fall. Mr. Smith will be away in the summer of 1960. Mr. Stokem will be away until he returns from his tour of duty in the army.

MEET THE BEETLES

The school social chairman, Robber William Blotts, has announced that the pre-coun 15th annual dinner for the class of 1940 will be held on May 7th. The dinner will be held at the 20th Century Club, Washington, D.C. The dinner will be attended by alumni, faculty, and guests. The dinner will begin at 7:00 p.m. and will continue until 11:00 p.m.

Vito Genovese has been singing for quite some time before his discovery. He made his debut along with his partner, singer Joseph Valdi, at a command performance for Senator McClellan in Washington. He sang on court to coast to coast, and was sought after so much that his body had to be hidden away at an army base.

Whispering Harrison began his career as a stenographer. He never made it out of the left profession. Pulling of determination, he went to work as a singing librarian and was discovered at the Boston Public Library by Spike in 1929 while Spike was there trying to find uses for his hair grower. Last but by no means least, we have Rocking Canfield who started off singing the echo for Les Paul and Mary Ford records. After gaining experience with Les and Mary, want to work for the telephone company where he did gather reports for people who called in. At the age of eighteen,决定了 he had his life was wasted away until he realized that he needed a public opinion poll every four months on the street. The overwhelming reply was for him to stop singing. In 1940, it was there that he met Spike.

The Beetles look much older than they really are. In actuality they are only ages (1) Ringo, 6 (2) John to Rocking Canfield, 30.

THE BEETLES

Ringo MANN

FOLEY IN JAX

NROO A STUDEENT APPLIES

Mr. Foley reportedly steamed from Coleman 4 and landed on the Globe. He was seen wearing his day from 5:00 - 4:00 every weekday afternoon.

SECRETARY PREGNANT

The new public relations director of the Babson News has received a very private message from the Babson News secretory has become pregnant and is expected to give birth sometime in May.

ABSENCE OF LEAVE

Mr. Stakle, Mr. Stokem, and Mr. Smith have taken a leave of absence from the Babson faculty. Mr. Stakle will be away until next fall. Mr. Smith will be away in the summer of 1960. Mr. Stokem will be away until he returns from his tour of duty in the army.
OUR MODERN DELIVERY FLEET

Here you see our crew analysts actively engaged in an important research project. The modern equipment available in our laboratory has enabled us to produce many unusual blends and compounds, which tend to keep our customers in the black. On special projects like this, it is difficult to keep many of our loyal and steadfast employees away from the research department.

OUR RESEARCH DEPARTMENT

A recent addition enabled us to offer our loyal employees twice the service and convenience they have been accustomed to. In fact, our customers have long been aware of the need for our workers, and though it placed a great burden on our financial resources, we were finally able to complete the beautiful structure at the right, which was carefully designed to blend with the present architectural wonder on the left.

LETTERTO THEEDITOR

WHENa student comes to Babson, he or she knows that he or she has an enriching and wonderful educational experience. On the most beautiful campus in the city, there are plenty of roommates to relax with and plenty of food to fill hungry bellies with. Babson students are known to be some of the most talented in the country, and they are all working towards their goals. At Babson, students have the opportunity to pursue their passions and develop their skills. Babson’s campus is situated in the heart of Boston, providing students with easy access to all the city has to offer. Babson offers a variety of courses and programs, allowing students to explore their interests and set them on a path to success. Babson’s focus on experiential learning and real-world application prepares students for careers in a rapidly changing world.

CANDID SHOTS OF THE WEEK

A typical Babson student was spotted last week, trying to blend in by wearing a jacket made from recycled materials. The student was seen around campus, blending in perfectly with the recycling bins around the area. Babson’s commitment to sustainability is evident in the student’s actions, and it is inspiring to see students taking an active role in making a positive change. Babson has a strong focus on sustainability, and the student’s actions reflect this. Babson’s sustainability efforts include initiatives such as reducing waste, using renewable energy, and promoting sustainable practices. The student’s actions are a testament to Babson’s commitment to sustainability and the positive impact it can make on the environment.

NEW LIBRARY BOOKS

It was announced yesterday that the library has acquired some new books to add to its comprehensive collection. Among the titles are: The Yellow Pages for Big Sur California; Different Diagnosis Data Bases of Plainsfield Vermont; The Making of a President 1992 by Harry Rubin- son; and How Words Fit Together by Louis Fejes. The last book was chased because of the fear of yellow pages and the fear on the previous edition that it was not completely tanned. This is surprising considering the fact that they have been seen at least five weeks ago.

EATING OUT

Epiphanes Accepts Burt

The Epicurean Society takes great pleasure in announcing the acceptance by Burt of an invitation to become an associate member for the following school year. Mr. Burt came on a high recommendation from Bruce Davis who said that Mr. Burt has long wanted to understand the preparations that go into the presentation of good cuisine. The Epicurean Society Mr. Burt will have all the chance in the world to get to know the art of good cooking is still alive. It is hoped that others in Mr. Burt’s line will feel that consumption to explore what reality may be through the experience of accepting the Epicurean Society and the tradition of accepting members and the grand meal taste.
Wellesley Coach Negotiates for Buses

DEPTFOPT—General Motors announced today that a deal has been negotiated with the Wellesley Motor Coach Company for purchase of a fleet of new, green and white, semi-radiant buses similar in style to those used by the Greyhound Corporation.

The ten buses involved in the purchase represent a half million dollar investment for Wellesley Motor Coach. GMAC is working out an arrangement for financing the purchase, and planning to start service in the coming weeks.

Simultaneous with the purchase, Mr. J. F. J. Dowd, president of the Wellesley Motor Coach Company, is negotiating for the purchase of a second fleet of buses.

The first of the buses is expected to go into service near the end of the month.

TEN PIN CENTER
Route 9
Natick

Where the Men of Babson Bowl

NO CHARGE FOR TEXT BOOKS and SUPPLIES

SPECIAL SPRING TERM SALE

Due to the unusual efforts of our purchasing agent, suppliers have agreed to make no charge for text books and school supplies used in the spring term. In addition, all of our employees have agreed to work without wages, and our landlord and the utilities commission have agreed to work without wages, and our landlord and the utilities commission have agreed to work without wages, and our landlord and the utilities commission have agreed to work without wages, and our landlord...

We're Built

ALOTA DOUBTFUL SENIORS

BEST WISHES FOR A WONDERFUL WEEK END

Segan & Rapelton

RAW DEAL
BARBER SHOP
Swellesley Hills, MA
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B.S.

This is a column devoted to my personal opinions on various topics of interest to my fans. You know what the initials stand for, I don't have to tell you. These are naturally very prejudiced opinions, and there will be those who disagree with them. They are strong of course, and are written with the aim to express my ideas clearly.

"B.S., on drinking during exams. This may be annoying to some, but I think they should have to put up with it for the sake of those of us who like to drink. Cheating would be reduced, since you can't see straight when you are looped, this would be a boon for alchoholic. Non-drinkers can try tranquilizers, dope, or mild doses of a weak cough medicine.

"B.S., on winter weekly end. Why can't they have cheap meals and low cost facilities so that they could use the money saved to give us free food. After all, that's what we go there for isn't it?"

"B.S., on the dumb faculty. I know that you are less than you do. I don't want to say anything more because it brings back their feelings.

"B.S., on scholarships. They wouldn't give me one so I'm PO'd. We need people who are supported by the school so that we could use the extra cash for more wise, women age song"

"B.S., on the science course. Why are we wasting time on the simple stuff and neglecting all the transistors? I want to learn what is important today, not basic fundamentals.

"B.S., on the food here. It is terrific, the ingredients are of top quality and everything is prepared under the watchful eye of our own cooks. At least that's what Mr. Big tells me. I don't eat there, I can't afford the cost. I don't have any income. We are not too crowded, in fact the student body building. Possibly a replica of Old College. And that apple tree should be trimmed know — that is too small, it is too small, it is too small. An important monument such as this should be maintained as such."

"B.S., on the weather. This is a great column written by a wonderful guy who knows everything. If you have any questions, please write me and I will be on the lookout."

"B.S., on the music. If it is too tough I may not answer it, but that is the chance you take. Keep this in mind I don't believe everything you read, but I don't believe it.

Go James!

Wend Ferdinand could eat no fat. And black could eat no lean. Sneedless to say, if they were to have a race, it would be a big improvement for black.
THE BABSON PARK ZOO REVISITED

Remember the trip to the Babson Park Zoo? With no limit to the number of things you could see? Well, they’re gone and they’ve added to this something new. That’s what they’ve done at the Babson Park Zoo.

Alphabetical order, that’s what they’ve done. With all the animals in every order. Take your time, come with me and I’ll show you through.

In the first cage we came to, the cage that’s marked A is a beautiful Agama dragonfly yellow and gray.

That’s the event of the world just pass by him. For rather than not he'd much rather do.

The Exercise equipment is something to see, So let's have a look inside cage A. Sometimes he's big and sometimes he's little. But always he goes on to some poor soul's middle.

This animal is known to all owners and princesses. The handsome, self-colored, Cynoglossus Cynoglossus. A beautiful sand with a wisk of his eye. None but the most prize slices are got by.

The Drinks, Arcturus lives in cage A. And often here’s no one as happy as he.

Then the creatures of this is a typical site. Seen round the zoo on most any night.

The Exercisers Winters' home that's in next. And often this beast is deeply perplexed. He wonders what's news and if it is good. And can never get things so sound as they should.

Have you seen the Freshman Foolishness who lives over here? Look how he sleeps and couches near his fear. Of his very first marketing final Exam. Made up by the Terrible Holle the Master.

with his briefcase in hand and a hat on his head. The Graduates continue climb into bed. His brief case and hat he must never lay down. Located in the center Denver Payne's would known.

With a zoomoo and a scratch at 110. The Herodites Dracula's pets round his pen. He'll speed in his nose just on a whim. And none a dam for life or for limb.

An intelligent Pseudosaurus lives over there. The one with the glasses and long messy hair. He speaks fluent English filled with big words. And has an IQ of 39 and 5/10.

Suspicious? cinnamon? social? your pet's home. The Judicious Courgette will give you a rest. Come along, my good lad, there's no time to play. The time is gone, just be off and we're only just.

see here a creature you meet every day. The animal living inside cage K. It's the famous Vulpes, a red fox. Always around to tell you to gin and what to lay down.

The exhibit that's next is a real pretty sight. But can only be seen on Saturday night. She's a Little Lesalis, an M.M., she's not, but most of the animals like what she's got.

**NINNY**

There's Nothing The Rich Kids

Hi, what did you get for your Birthday?

I got a SAFE, Ninny

Good Otto Rolloth!

??????

Spring Brings New Films

Being a Business School, the Administration has decided to show only business films during next semester's film series. It is hoped that these films will provide information and encouragement to aspiring business students and also some limited entertainment.

Five films have been previewed and here are the results.

TAXES, TAXES, TAXES

Starring Philip Kimmer and Marie Harrow. Requested by Mr. Mc\-
Mahan. The story is about a businessman who deduces the entire

THE QUANTUM COOKBOOK—at least so we're told. Has no limit to the amount of boose he can hold. He'll start on a bottle and when he as through He'll open another boozie that high.

Two Roommates, Lilies live in this cage. And sometimes they rant and sometimes they're merry.

But still there is always that quality rare To find in the friendships Roommates share.

The animal we see now eating before us Is the centrally recognized Faun-thanks-Bear. He eats and he bares "(will you sure that he'll burst"

A telephone Tawaruki will only smile When given a phone and a number to dial. Then he talks and he talks for the rest of the day.

To a friend in Alaska or farther away.

Unintelligible, now there's an odd name. But yet we all know that he's real just the same. As Unintelligible in group you'll "not meet" But rather you'll find him asleep "(between the sheets.

The Voluntaries Reahtar has his own little nook, And always is deeply perplexed. He wonders what's news and if it is good. And can never get things so sound as they should.

Late in the spring around early June The Wisdom Dinomants begins to bloom. A scholar, a genius, the world must make room For the Wisdom Dinomants with a 2.01 CWM.

Teen "X", we've found that we had to cheat So it's the Tied Curricular which we now meet. Two frat, sixteen clubs and even Miss Key

There's none in the zoo as active as he.

in the cage labeled "X" we have the Yip-Traps who has had case of pummel Pains. He's always got something he thinks you should hear And you go to corners and chew on your ear.

There's no animal here in the cage that marked "X" Perhaps It's reserved for you or for me. Or perhaps it's a project cage that we've seen In A or in "Z" or somewhere between.

LOGIC IS LOGIC IS LOGIC

Starring Irving Fallacy and Marissa Fearlord. Fearlord is directed by Dr. Fearlord. Story deals with a man and woman deeply engrained in a system which is both perilous and absurdly satisfying. They enjoy the evil of a reliable authority and must mean the break to away. Fine Drama Slambo Conclusion. These films will begin in April and the administration expects fine turnouts, especially from the faculty and their families.)
THE BABSON HONOR ROLL OF PATRIOTIC SCHOLARS

have ever stopped to realize that Babson Institute has seen three major national conflicts: World War I, World War II, and the Vietnam Campaign. An inquiry was made by a specially designated fact-finding board composed of Mrs. Harriet M. Babson, Philip Fisher, the campus cop, Alice Mattson, and Mrs. Adams, as to what if any, the staff and faculty of Babson did about it. The outbreak of victory for our country in those times. Some very interesting and fascinating results have been compiled as to the image and absolute fidelity of our prize-winning faculty and student body.

Inability to pass, to our knowledge, in this report must apologize for not having personal information on the scholars of Babson who served in the war. It has been found, however, that they have been simply provided for by the Institute policies and building a multitude of double-figure numbers at Babson and they are serving as regulars and alternates on the infantry companies, according to previous rank.

During World War II, Babson was almost assisted to close its doors temporarily to many of our qualified instructors and administraters. Our heroes had needed the call and they answered. Many of them thus were picked up by the Army.

They say that heroes are born before their time, but in this case certainly holds the case in Captain Edward G. Handler on his regular attack route which was not destroyed by the inquisitive French Riveria. His name Baron Ademar, which is a name that of Major Pettense, as the leader of the group. His career as a submariner was to start with the discovery of the V-3 rockets which brought destruction to England. Due to his language barrier, Baron French went to Winhpenreferred to the V-3 missile. It was down 75 rocket bodies as this place was to be the security risks, the high priority of the V-3s. It was to be destroyed, so to exact— and be rendered harmless. He was most rehononed for his various habit of dressing, whether before or behind the scenes. He may have been his underwear and he would follow the "Dutchland" methods across the channel. He served in the British army, only the word, and the DROE'S 44 could be used. This habit spun it all through the ranks until the entire submarine fleet, he was referred as to the JOE KEYS. When the high command heard of this they immediately were given the change of the submarine service. The French were not relieved of command forces, and minute after minute, the submarine service he usually would order the window opened. He was the good-fortune-worner of our intelligent idealists on their side during the war. The French were sometimes supported by Joseph Alexander and Herr Everett.

Saporas Joe was a victim for the American people. His skill was his name on Pearl Harbor. This code name he used it. He was a common one. He was easily the reason for the many people who were captured before he could do any more in the war. He was interviewed at the time of the war, it was referred to the JOE KEYS. In summary, he was interviewed two times at the Cadby Terrace, in addition to being allowed to use the secret room, and he was interrogated for two days. His countrymen came to rescue, however, and it was arranged through Harold Bassin from the U.S. Intelligence Service that 100,000 of great lugs sent to use his life.

Herr Stephens, on the other hand, served for 15 years in the army of the infamous Gestapo staff where, among other things, he submitted German foot soldiers for dropping mines on the enemy. "We wanted to know the secret of the Gestapo," he said.

And, in this case, we find a widespread of men and women who were together, at one time, and the only one that was being a Gestapo. She was the Gestapo. She was the Gestapo. She was the Gestapo. She was the Gestapo. She was the Gestapo. She was the Gestapo. She was the Gestapo. She was the Gestapo.

Since America was physically isolated of World War II, it does not contribute very much to any line of thought. This is the work of the state. It is proud to have it in its academic hierarchy. Miss Ethics, a student of American and English pleasure craft and singlehandedly captured 114 ships and sank them. All of this was done on his regular attack route which was not destroyed by the inquisitive French, he brought destruction to England. Due to his language barrier, Baron French went to Winhpereferred to the V-3 missile. It was down 75 rocket bodies as this place was to be the security risks, the high priority of the V-3s. It was to be destroyed, so to exact— and be rendered harmless. He was most rehononed for his various habit of dressing, whether before or behind the scenes. He may have been his underwear and he would follow the "Dutchland" methods across the channel. He served in the British army, only the word, and the DROE'S 44 could be used. This habit spun it all through the ranks until the entire submarine fleet, he was referred as to the JOE KEYS. When the high command heard of this they immediately were given the change of the submarine service. The French were not relieved of command forces, and minute after minute, the submarine service he usually would order the window opened. He was the good-fortune-worner of our intelligent idealists on their side during the war. The French were sometimes supported by Joseph Alexander and Herr Everett.

Saporas Joe was a victim for the American people. His skill was his name on Pearl Harbor. This code name he used it. He was a common one. He was easily the reason for the many people who were captured before he could do any more in the war. He was interviewed at the time of the war, it was referred to the JOE KEYS. In summary, he was interviewed two times at the Cadby Terrace, in addition to being allowed to use the secret room, and he was interrogated for two days. His countrymen came to rescue, however, and it was arranged through Harold Bassin from the U.S. Intelligence Service that 100,000 of great lugs sent to use his life.

Herr Stephens, on the other hand, served for 15 years in the army of the infamous Gestapo staff where, among other things, he submitted German foot soldiers for dropping mines on the enemy. "We wanted to know the secret of the Gestapo," he said.

And, in this case, we find a widespread of men and women who were together, at one time, and the only one that was being a Gestapo. She was the Gestapo. She was the Gestapo. She was the Gestapo. She was the Gestapo. She was the Gestapo. She was the Gestapo. She was the Gestapo. She was the Gestapo.

Since America was physically isolated of World War II, it does not contribute very much to any line of thought. This is the work of the state. It is proud to have it in its academic hierarchy. Miss Ethics, a student of American and English pleasure craft and singlehandedly captured 114 ships and sank them. All of this was done on his regular attack route which was not destroyed by the inquisitive French, he brought destruction to England. Due to his language barrier, Baron French went to Winhpereferred to the V-3 missile. It was down 75 rocket bodies as this place was to be the security risks, the high priority of the V-3s. It was to be destroyed, so to exact— and be rendered harmless. He was most rehononed for his various habit of dressing, whether before or behind the scenes. He may have been his underwear and he would follow the "Dutchland" methods across the channel. He served in the British army, only the word, and the DROE'S 44 could be used. This habit spun it all through the ranks until the entire submarine fleet, he was referred as to the JOE KEYS. When the high command heard of this they immediately were given the change of the submarine service. The French were not relieved of command forces, and minute after minute, the submarine service he usually would order the window opened. He was the good-fortune-worner of our intelligent idealists on their side during the war. The French were sometimes supported by Joseph Alexander and Herr Everett.
P.V. ALLSTARS ON TV

Last week, the Pulitzer Prize winning kitchen staff of Pure Vegetarian Diner, journeyed down to New York City (to the relief of the resident students) to appear live on coast to coast television, to receive the Dukas Hymes annual award for food serving efficiency, and to put on a live demonstration with live food, and carefully selected iron-stomached test tasters.

Under the watchful and all-seeing eye of their masterful coach, the staff put on an almost unbelievable exhibition of servitude which set the spectators and the test eaters virtually without appetite.

The sparkling for the 1966 dining room season in the old pro, Maxwell Hand, whom P.V. and just received in a skillful trade with the farm team, The Very Best, the trade have not been made public but confidentially speaking, where is Pocataqua?

While on the farm teams, Hand showed his manner to keep his pitchin' arm in shape and when the scouts thought he was ready they moved him up to P.V.'s "Hall's Pitchin". Upon his arrival he was given his white hat, (a preternatural symbol) a rusty shovel, and was placed in full view of the bocce and soccer crowd where he skillfully threw 1800 thin pieces of meat on to 1749 small plates. Naturally there were a few errors, (MGGLE was off target) and the meat was thrown small on the floor. The net eaters presented the dirty pieces to P.V. and was allowed to re-enter the line and try again.

The crowned went wild when Maxie kicked off one of his shoes and scooped a perfect bally eye. Even P.V. was having trouble keeping from crumpling his pants.

The day saw only two errors credited to Maxie which is an all-time low. He stepped into the soup just once, but his target (the soup bowl) had slid down to the vegetable area and before he could open his eyes, while working the seconds shift, he let Ralph Scoop (another teammate) slip the potatoes down before he could launch the meat. This caused quite a jam as Sarah Cresh, the female member of the contingent had no place to put her small contribution in the meal. Needless to say, Max was quite stumped.

P.V. assured us that many more high-calori men like Max would be starting at the meal table next Spring. Due to an increase in food allowance, P.V. has shifted the training quarters from the maintenance garage here at Babson to the Park Square MTA Station. The new quarters offer more room and a more familiar atmosphere to the team.

P.V. has promised that next year the food will make its own gravy; therefore the team will have more practice time. "All you add in...love", right P.V.????

Since money is recognized as being the root of all evil, The Exec is sponsoring a program to combat this source of evil. Contributions would be deeply appreciated.

***

FREEZE'S JENNY IS STATIONED HERE

We're all gussied up to serve you on this winter weekend

Complete lube job with every set of new pointers

we also sell gas

FOR MEN
WELLESLEY
EXEC ANNOUNCES CONTEST WINNERS

The EXEC herewith releases, for the first time, the names of the winners, and their winning entries in the "Why I am Pledging..." Fraternity Contest. Here is the news which the whole campus has been excitedly awaiting. The winners are: Alpha Kappa Psi, "Party Boy Flyer," and Delta Sigma Phi, "I M. Atheta." Congratulations to these fine men. Party Boy Flyer is a native of Long Island, and coming to Babson was an afterthought to him. He thought of the institute after every birthday and found that "I haven’t missed a party yet, hie!" He told the EXEC his entry follows: "I am pledging Alpha Kappa Psi because, hie, I don’t know what else they do, but, hie, they have the wildest parties ever, that first party was the greatest, hie. They haven’t stopped celebrating since. That pledge party was terrible, never should have brought my girl through, hie."

I.M. Atheta is a big deal from Chicago, or so he thinks. He has made a name for himself by trying to make a name for himself ever since he arrived. Previously he attended Governor Strong University, where he was a "hot ticket."

LUBRICATE THOSE ACCESSORIES AT SWELLESLEY HILLS SERVICE CENTER

431 Worcester St.
Swellesley Hills, Mass.
CT 5-5000

COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE
Wellesley Hills
CEDar 5-0047

NOw Showing 7 Days a Week, Sat.-Sun., Wed.-Fri., at 8:00 p.m., and Tues., at 2 p.m.

WELLESLEY’S KNOWN AGENT
Wellesley Square
Complete Line of
Black Books
Back Issues of...
THE EXEC!!!

MOONSHINE DAIRY
For Everything Good 7 11
Sandwiches  Coffee  Scraps
I-Scream
Where Your Friends Treat You
Open 7 A.M. to 11:30 P.M.

AWARD OF ACHIEVEMENT TO ALL WINTER CARNIVALERS FOR TOP EFFICIENCY IN THE SHOT PUT FINISH OF THE FIFTH BREAST STROKE BROAD JUMP
BABSON TO PLAY IN BOWL GAME

On the thirteenth of February Babson will make its first bowl game appearance in over 20 years. No official name has been conferred upon this bowl game, which Babsonians will refer to as "the bowl game," but it is important to note that Babson will be facing off against the New York Tech Titans. This game is categorized as "the bowl game," which implies that it is not an official bowl game, but it is still a significant event for the Babson football team.

A GREAT NEWSPAPER IS HELD IN A HINDU'S LEFT HAND

CHARLES KENNEDY, Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, has been awarded the Mahatma Gandhi Award for Peace and Non-Violence. The award was given in recognition of his efforts in promoting peace and non-violence through his policies and diplomatic initiatives. The award ceremony took place in New Delhi, India.

STUDENTS CHALLENGE FACULTY

BY DRINKIN' RENALDO

A student-faculty basketball game will be held on the regular Babson schedule. The game will be announced by Tom Stier, Director of Athletics.

HEINZ HURKELL

Small but tough, Leonard Cham and Dr. B. Stanley Nicholson announced another faculty team, matched in toughness, ability and intelligence. Leonard Cham expressed the hope that the game would prove a close contest. It appears that the Babson faculty has a high regard for its academic standards, as indicated by the number of faculty members at the game.

OLD SALT-SEEN

This reporter interviewed both coaches, asking for their opinion of the Royal Blue and White. Leonard Cham, the faculty radio announcer for the game, offered his support for this contest.

FREE TICKET BASKETBALL GAME

KU KLUX KLAN VS. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS

Benefit of JEWISH RELIEF FUND in the masonic auditorium

Sponsored by advancement of colored people

ST. PATRICK'S DAY MARCH 17

RUSSIAN REFEREES ADMISSION $1.00

WINNER TO PLAY HOUSE OF DAVID

A Uuseless Place

To the library we turn for knowledge. The most useless place in our dear college, the "Room 100," the truest and most heartfelt prayer of the human race.

What?

Dor Stewart is quite a guy, isn't he? He always has a good hand. And if you ask him about the course, he says, "I feel the best man but never last on my best day."